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Abstract—Within this article a process model is derived that considers challenges concerned with short term booking of customized products on online market places. The process model enables customers to compare between different suppliers nonbinding and quickly. Feasibility of orders is ensured by integrating a load-dependent scheduling approach into the booking process. In order to consider uncertainties connected with production to specification, the derived process model allows online booking with the help of free available (ad hoc) capacities as well as already reserved capacities. Reservations enable suppliers to adapt capacities more suited to demands, whereas recurring customers benefit from reduced uncertainties about available capacities. At the same time both parties are facing more complex decisions. Within literature these decisions are predominantly considered for single companies that are able to analyze huge amounts of data. Proceeding emergence of online markets with access to all kind of participants requires however decision support for suppliers and customers which is adaptable to individual needs and resources. The article highlights important decisions within the described booking process and gives an outlook how customers and suppliers can set up individual decision support systems that help identifying potentials and implementing advantageous actions quickly. The approach is applicable for customers and suppliers within decentralized companies as well as between different companies and individuals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there is a growing number of online providers for short term booking of services like hotel rooms, restaurant tables or medical appointments [1]. Successful examples in the field of services suggest further potential for development of online market places, especially for customized products [2]. These markets offer transparency for customers, whereas suppliers benefit from the chance to address many customers and enter new markets. At the same time online markets are accompanied with higher competition and unprecedented problems for both customers and suppliers [3]. Guaranteeing deliveries within seconds is challenging for suppliers, just as choosing between different market places and adapting available capacities. Finding decisions in dependency of current information quickly is in particular difficult with regard to small suppliers that are lacking sophisticated planning- and analyzing resources. But also customers with recurring demands can find it challenging to ensure advantageous fulfillments in an unsteady environment. Within this article a process model is derived that considers these challenges for short term booking of customized products. The process includes load-dependent scheduling for products that need to be provided up to an agreed deadline. Assuming that customers need to decide for one supplier quickly, fixed prices are considered for short-term booking instead of auctions. However, auctions are considered to agree on reservations in the middle term. These reservations enable suppliers to adapt capacities or materials more suited to demands, whereas recurring customers are able to reduce uncertainties about available capacities. Short term booking is therefore possible using free available (ad hoc) capacities as well as already reserved capacities. The article begins with advantages and challenges for customers and suppliers that are concerned with short term booking of customized products. Related research is evaluated under the aspect of overcoming these challenges. Based on this evaluation the process model is derived. The article ends with an outlook on an individual set up of decision support systems (DSS) that help initiating and evaluating beneficial actions quickly.

II. ADVANTAGES AND CHALLENGES OF ONLINE MARKETS FOR CUSTOMERS AND SUPPLIERS

Suppliers in variable sectors are facing uncertain demand for customized products or services that need to be provided at short notice. In contrast to this demand, required capacities can often be adapted in the middle- or long-term only. As a consequence suppliers need to find compromises between high availabilities and the risk of costs for unused capacities. Depending on these compromises, customers are facing uncertainties about available capacities in the short term. In this context it can be beneficial for both customers and suppliers to allocate orders with the help of online market places. Online information about available delivery dates, appointments or prices enables suppliers to affect the demand quickly. Reduced prices can stimulate the demand for example and contribute to a higher coverage of fixed costs for elsewise unused resources. Online markets with many suppliers offering products and services at fixed prices allow customers to compare different options nonbinding and quickly [4]. Choosing between different offers online within seconds reduces time for personal contacting or waiting for responses. Indirectly a higher allocation of orders to faster or cheaper alternative suppliers relieves bottlenecks for customers that are lacking other allocation options.

Balancing demand and supply this way implies a sufficient amount of customers able to choose between suppliers that are willing to compete online. In order to allow quick choosing suppliers need to communicate guaranteed dates and prices automatically. Automatic generated answers
require standardized assessment of necessary capacities for each order. Current availabilities of these capacities must be checked in dependency of required dates for delivery or order collection. Suitable scheduling approaches and the synchronization of existing plans with available capacities online are therefore basic challenges that suppliers must overcome. Especially when using different online platforms, simple interfaces and a high usability are necessary to keep online information consistent with actual availabilities. In addition suppliers need to dimension available capacities online and determine access conditions [5].

Customers need to decide between available offers, which can be simple in case of different prices for equal products but complex in case of recurring demands and high uncertainty of available capacities. In order to assure sufficient available capacities in the short term, reservations or other framework contracts are necessary. Similar to the dimensioning problem of suppliers, customers need to decide in this case about the extent and conditions of reservations. Finally it needs to be decided for each order whether to use certain reservations or other capacities available at short term.

III. RELATED RESEARCH

In different areas of application a considerable amount of literature has been published on the topic of market based order commissioning [6]-[9]. Extensive support concerning customized production offers the integrated capacity market by Uygun. The web based concept aims to avoid bottle necks and excess machine capacities by trading capacities between not directly competing companies. In the following this concept serves as a reference to examine additional approaches, necessary to meet the described challenges for short term booking of customized products. The original concept is designed for business to business transactions. Its general architecture can be assigned for business to customer market places, however. Necessity for amplification exists in the three areas of automatic capacity checking, reservations and decision support.

A. Automatic Capacity Checking

In contrast to the challenge of quick online booking the integrated capacity market requires time for manual examination and approval of single orders. Suppliers can simulate additional workloads of potential orders within their production planning systems (PPS) [6]. In industrial practice lead time scheduling of these systems is often based on average processing times. Delays arising from current degrees of capacity utilization are therefore not considered directly [10]. In contrast online booking without waiting for responses of single suppliers requires automatic capacity checking that ensures availability or resources. This requires load-dependent scheduling within the booking process [11]-[13]. Several capacity markets in the field of services consider availability of single resources, whereas load-dependent scheduling for customized products must consider several production steps, too. Automatic booking in this field of application requires further integrated checking for materials and transportation, in case of required deliveries. Scheduling of transportations can be conducted based on existing transport structures of suppliers or with the help of connected capacity markets for transportation services [14].

B. Reservations

Whereas the integrated capacity market offers technical support for matching excess capacities and bottlenecks between companies, it does not consider described uncertainties of availability which are generally connected with production to specification [6].

A solution method to overcome these uncertainties exists in the classification of capacities into reserved and free available ad hoc contingents. Reservations ensure customers availability of capacities or materials for expected demands. Additional access to ad hoc capacities allows flexible upward adaption to actually emerging demands in the short term. Higher certainties about future demands allow suppliers adapting capacities or purchasing materials more suited to the demand or at lower cost. Compensational payments for unused reservations help ensuring actual orders [15]-[17].

Considering these benefits, integration of reservations into the booking process of online market places is promising for customers and suppliers. At the same time both sides are facing additional challenges of finding partners for reservations, determine their extent and negotiating prices. Customers are facing the additional question whether to use certain reservations, buy additional ad hoc capacities or abandon single orders in favor of upcoming demands with higher priorities. Suppliers are dealing with the problem of dividing total capacities into ratios for reservations or ad hoc capacities and determine access conditions. Reservations provide certainties about incoming demands, whereas ad hoc capacities tend to promise higher revenues, because of higher willingness to pay.

The research field of Revenue Management deals with this question of dividing total capacities in order to build up different price categories and maximize revenue. A basic question of the discipline is whether to accept orders for limited capacities or decline them to wait for possible future orders with higher revenues [18], [19]. The idea origins from aerospace companies, capitalizing a higher willingness to pay for last minute flights. Today, Revenue Management is applied in many areas of application. Different approaches have in common that an extensive and reliable data basis is required for analyzing demand patterns and deriving most promising actions. The concept is therefore predominantly used by companies that are able to collect huge amounts of data and employ experts for forecasting and optimization [19]-[22]. At the same time many other suppliers could benefit from the basic idea of Revenue Management but are lacking extensive knowledge and resources. Increasing access to online markets for small suppliers demands therefore for more simplified approaches. The same applies for recurring customers that wish to use their reservations most efficiently. In addition only few approaches consider adjustments of reservations within a whole network [15], [19], [23], [24].

C. Decision Support Systems

Interacting on online market places can involve complex problems for both customers and suppliers. Especially when dealing with reservations, finding decisions and predicting their impact often strains cognitive capabilities. In this context Decision Support Systems (DSSs) are helpful for
Short term booking of customized products starts with nonbinding submissions of order requests in the booking system of an online market. Product specifications must therefore be described in a standardized form that meets evaluation requirements of the participating suppliers. Delivery or order collection is requested by customers either for a desired date or quickest possible. In request on the submission, customers receive offers from none to several suppliers. Single suppliers are able to submit more than one offer which allows different prices for alternative dates or access to different types of reservations and ad hoc capacities.

A. Capacity -Types and -Contingents

In order to allow different price categories and perform load-dependent scheduling that ensures compliance with promised delivery or production dates, capacities of single resources are classified into Capacity types and Capacity contingents. Capacity types determine access conditions for capacities and exist either in form of free available ad hoc capacities or reservations. Determined types are assigned by suppliers to contingents that define capacity amounts. Capacity contingents are used for capacity checking and cover single time horizons in form of several minutes, hours or shifts. Reservations consist out of single or several contingents which can be arranged for example over several weekdays for an agreed period of weeks. Suppliers can divide total amount of ad hoc capacities with the help of contingents in different capacity types which allows implementing different prices and access groups. Access to ad hoc capacities depends on these prices and limitations, whereas access to reservations is exclusive for subscribers. In order to allow comparing offers from several suppliers within seconds, access prices for ad hoc capacities are determined for according capacity types before individual requests arrive. Hourly rates thereby allow automatic calculation of prices in dependency of required capacities for the single resources. Prices for reservations result either from bilateral negotiations or auctions (see below).

B. Automatic Capacity Checking (by Suppliers)

Incoming orders initiate capacity checking for necessary operations over all required resources, which is based on defined capacity contingents. In the sense of rough-cut scheduling no starting and ending points are determined for single resources. Instead operations are assigned to capacity contingents of the resources only. During this process it is ensured that required times for all assigned operations do not exceed total times of the particular contingents. In order to simplify efforts for suppliers, this capacity check can be limited to defined bottleneck resources. Uncritical production steps or internal transportation processes are considered in this case with the help of average processing times only. Load-dependent checking based on capacity contingents ensures feasibility for all assigned operations and leaves flexibility for detailed planning. This flexibility allows reducing set up times through synergy effects within sequence planning. However, flexibility for detailed planning stands in contrast to total processing times. Relatively short capacity contingents promise shorter total times due to reduced waiting, whereas fewer options for synergy effects arise. In addition extensive operations must been split into
different contingents, which can result in further set up times. Potentials for reduced setup times must therefore been analyzed and balanced with individual requirements of total processing times by suppliers. Additional set up times for split operations require rules for maximal splitting or accounting of additional setup costs.

In order to assign operations to capacity contingents, advance times must be maintained that allow detailed planning for required resources. Additional advance times can be necessary for procurement of required materials. Depending on desired dates, scheduling is conducted forwards, backwards or in both ways. In case of requested exact dates for delivery or order collection, backward scheduling is conducted first. If required dates cannot be met, forward scheduling is added, which is performed directly in case of quickest possible dates. In case of orders that require sequel operations using several resources, single operations are assigned to capacity contingents under consideration of defined transition periods. Different combinations between contingents of several capacity types can thereby result in different alternatives for customers.

Within forward scheduling single operations are assigned to earliest possible contingents, beginning with the first necessary operations. Backward scheduling starts with the last necessary operations and assigns all operations to the latest possible contingents of the required resources. This procedure allows keeping free early contingents for subsequent orders that require fulfillment on a shorter notice. Operations that are assigned to later contingents can be drawn forward later by manual planners or planning algorithms. This pre-drawing is initiated during order release for each contingent, which is carried out after the advance times for operation assignment expire. In case of unused capacities pre-drawing possibilities need to be assessed and evaluated at these moments. Whereas pre-drawing can cause additional storage cost for products, it offers the chance to free capacities for subsequent arriving orders.

Pre-drawing can also be initiated by arriving offers that require longer advance times than already accepted orders and therefore cannot be assigned to the earlier contingents. Subsequent orders thereby push operations of other orders to earlier contingents of equal or different capacity types. Occurring additional storage costs for dispatched orders are charged to the pushing orders. The same applies for additional costs that result from assignments to capacity contingents that belong to more expensive capacity types. Dispatching orders from one contingent to another can concern single operations as well as several operations of different orders. Different alternatives can be generated and refused in favor of better alternatives directly. With the help of this dynamic booking, several options can be simulated and offered as alternative booking options to the customers. Subsequent to this automatic process, customers can choose between different options using reservations or ad hoc contingents as well as between different offers for earlier or later dates.

C. Booking Alternatives (by Customers)

Customers need to decide for one supplier within a specified amount of time. This time is determined by the market place operators and can vary for example depending on the frequency of transactions or the remaining time until order fulfillment. Orders are either released directly or parked temporarily. Order release is possible online or requires additional approval, for example by telephone or mail. Whereas customers gain transparency over several suppliers within seconds, additional approval generates commitment and avoids reliability problems concerned with automatic generated answers.

Temporary parking can be necessary for example in order to allow distribution agencies to agree on conditions with end customers. Possibilities and durations for this parking are determined by suppliers. Similar to the conditions for deciding between different suppliers, conditions for temporary parking can vary for example in dependency of remaining times till order fulfillment or current demand.

In case of booking alternatives that require reserved capacity contingents over all required resources only, further parking within the reserved contingents is possible. Before first advance times of the used contingents expire, customers receive release alerts or release orders automatically. Capacities for accepted orders are assured this way, whereas operations can be booked into other contingents flexible, depending on subsequent arriving orders. This procedure allows bundling of similar operations in order to use synergy effects. Pre-drawing of operations from these orders to other reserved contingents allows avoiding compensation payments for unused reservations. Similar to the pre-drawing decision of suppliers, customers need to balance likeability of future orders against storage cost. Pre-drawing initiated by other arriving offers is possible for the solely use of reservations, too. Other orders with shorter advance times are thereby pushed into earlier contingents. Using reservations first reduces the risk of compensational payments for unused resources, whereas pre-drawing maintains flexibility for subsequent arriving orders. Additional costs resulting for dispatching orders can be charged to the pushing orders, too. Even though all orders belong to the same customer, this charging is especially important for distribution agencies.

Pre-drawing is disadvantageous when it would have been cheaper to assign pushed orders to alternative contingents in the first place. This applies when other customers have used cheaper ad hoc contingents in the meantime or advance times for these contingents already expired. Balancing this conflict requires controlling access to reservations, which is possible by implementing quasi-costs. Irrespective of actually charged prices by suppliers, these costs are charged to single orders for using certain reservations [17]. Quasi costs are important for distribution agencies with several individuals representing one customer. However, the use of quasi costs can be too formal for single customers.

Depending on the significance of reservations and possibilities for solely use of reservations over all required production steps, customers can face similar planning problems for self-management of exclusive capacities like suppliers. Both parties need to adapt capacities and determine rules for short term booking in the middle term. Whereas capacity adaption is limited to the booking of reservations for customers, suppliers need to dimension capacities of single resources.
D. Agreeing on Reservations (by Customers and Suppliers)

Due to the focuses on short term booking, allocation of reservations is not considered in detail in this paper. However, both suppliers and customers benefit from reservations within short term booking due to reduced uncertainties about incoming future demands or available capacities. It can therefore be concluded that it is promising to integrate auction for reservations into online markets for the short term booking. Different allocation forms for reservations are thereby accompanied with different advantages for either suppliers or customers. For example suppliers with high demands resulting from locational advantages can afford choosing highest bits for reservations with the help of forward auctions. Suppliers with lower demands can be rather forced to underbid competitors for reservations of single customers in reverse auctions [3]. Depending on individual market situations, online market places must therefore support auction forms that meet individual requirements. Irrespective of chosen allocation forms, permanent allocation of reservations contributes to capacity adaptations that meet single demands at each moment. In order to perform efficiently, suppliers and customers must realize need for interference of existing reservations and derive guidelines for auctions or negotiations, which include maximum or minimum prices for reservations. Based on these guidelines it is possible to adjust capacities and allocate reservations manually or with the help of multi agent systems.

For example customer agents can receive orders to reduce prices with the help of reservations. Goals for cost reduction are described for certain products or product groups that have been procured with the help of ad hoc capacities or expensive reservations before. Guidelines consist out of maximum prices, preliminary lead time for acceptance of orders and periodical dates for order fulfilment. Interacting with other agents and real customers, customer agents can call for tenders or participate in auctions, whereas real customers agree on contracts. In contrast to customer agents, supplier agents manage single resources. These agents can advertise reservation in auctions, submit bids in reverse auctions and propose capacity adjustments or initiate them within given limits.

V. Deriving Individual Decision Support Systems (DSS)

Within the described model for short term booking of customized products, important decisions for customers and suppliers have been pointed out. Table I summarizes these decisions and distinguishes between different phases of decision making. The phases refer to single resources for suppliers, whereas phases for customers refer to single reservations for customized products or product groups. Customers and suppliers can therefore face decisions in different phases simultaneously.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Customers</th>
<th>Suppliers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before agreeing on reservations</td>
<td>- Building groups for reservations, based on recurring demands (including necessary technologies)</td>
<td>- Percentage of reservations and ad hoc capacities, depending on reservation prices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Maximum prices</td>
<td>- Minimum prices for reservations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Possible capacity adjustments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Possible capacity contingents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreeing on reservations</td>
<td>- Extend and period of capacity contingents</td>
<td>- Capacity adjustments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Booking conditions (self-management/ dynamic booking)</td>
<td>- Dividing ad hoc capacities into capacity -types and –contingents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Prices &amp; duration of reservations</td>
<td>- Prices for ad hoc capacity types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Framework agreements for transportation and required materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After agreeing on reservations</td>
<td>- Access to reservations (Quasi-costs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During short term booking</td>
<td>- Pre-drawing of operations</td>
<td>- Pre-drawing of operations within ad hoc capacities and unused reserved contingents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Using reservations or buying additional ad hoc capacities for single orders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A continuous learning process can help finding best decisions and initiate actions at the right moment. This process starts with an evaluation of potentials for a past booking period, which includes assigned- and not assigned orders. It is followed by a root cause analysis that compares past forecasts with actual demands. Generating and assessing actions in different scenarios is next. Implemented actions affect the next analysis, which is performed periodically or triggered through deviating performance indicators [30]. All steps of the described circuit can be performed with the help of decision support systems in different forms of task sharing between computers and human decision makers. For the short term booking of customized products, need for decision support consists primarily in the two areas of: Generating and reprocessing information and Evaluating alternative actions [25]. Managing booking processes concerning several reservations or resources is complex even for small customers or suppliers. Generating and reprocessing information is important in order to alert decision makers to intervene in the ongoing booking process. Ideally single alerts already aim to initiate certain actions, which enable human decision makers to generate different action scenarios.
For example it can be alerted that operations of customers are assigned to reservations first but dispatched to other contingents later due to further arriving orders. This alert can suggests a more restrictive access with the help of higher quasi-costs or necessity for extended reservations.

Whereas different actions can be generated easily, evaluation of impacts strains cognitive capabilities even in simple cases. Complex influences combined with uncertainties concerning the behavior of other market participants, requires therefore simulation tools that illustrate possible effects in different scenarios. These scenarios help evaluating risks and potentials for decision makers. Necessary forecasts can be either generated automatically or entered manually. The same applies for the implementation of actions, which are controlled within the next analysis process. Depending on the complexity and requirements for solutions, different methods and tools for analyzing, forecasting and simulation must be chosen.

VI. CONCLUSION

Within this article challenges and advantages for short term booking of customized products on online market places are discussed. Based on the evaluation of existing approaches, a process model for short term booking is derived that considers uncertainties of production to specification with the help of reservations. Important decisions accompanied with this process are summarized for customers and suppliers. The article highlights the importance of individual decision support systems and gives an outlook how these systems can help finding advantageous decisions and initiate actions at the right moment. The described approach is convertible for different degrees of complexity and different kind of horizontal networks, within companies, between companies and between companies and customers. Technical implementation is possible by extending existing web based multi agent approaches.

Additional research is conducted on the topics of linking alerts and actions, evaluation of actions as well as for the allocations of reservations. Whereas the article is dealing with customized products, the concept of reservations and multi-level resources is adaptable to services too. Adapting the approach for services is possible by more restrictive planning with smaller capacity contingents. Due to limited possibilities for dispatching of operations, load-dependent scheduling for services over several resources must focus on avoiding gaps for customers and suppliers.
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